A case study on the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of children with autism spectrum disorder
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main goals of education is to support all individuals to become self-sufficient. This situation is not different for individuals with disabilities. It is aimed for individuals with disabilities to be a part of life without the need for other people’s support in the future and to fulfill their own needs independently. From the moment that the insufficiency results in a medical diagnosis, the educational evaluation and diagnosis process begins in order for individuals to benefit from special education services and the factors related to this process gain importance (Eldeniz-Cetin, 2017). Individuals with special education needs are expressed as “individuals who show significant differences from their peers in terms of individual characteristics and educational competencies for different reasons” (Ministry of National Education [MoNE], 2018). Individuals with special needs; mental disability, attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder, language and speech difficulties, emotional and behavioral disorders, visual impairment, hearing impairment, physical impairment, learning disability, autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and chronic disease (Camci Erdogan, 2021).

ASD is defined as a lifelong neurodevelopmental disability that occurs in the early development stage, manifested by deficiencies in social communication and interaction, limited and repetitive behavioral patterns, obsessions and interests, or activities (APA, 2013). Different levels of intelligence and speech disorders, ranging from mental retardation to above-average cognitive ability, may accompany the disorder (Ayan & Kalayciglu, 2020). Numerically, the incidence of autism is large enough to be underlined. Between 2008 and 2020, this frequency increased from one child in 150 children to one child in 54 children (Amaral et al., 2008). In addition, as a result of the research conducted for the world, its worldwide prevalence was reported as 1% (Lai et al., 2014). Individuals with ASD, the prevalence of which is one of every 58 children worldwide, have also increased in our country in recent years (Macaroglu-Akgul & Mertoglu, 2020). Although there is no national screening system to determine the number of individuals with autism in Turkey, it is thought that there is an increase in the number of individuals with autism in our
country in parallel with the increase in the whole world. In this context, the number of children with autism who receive their education in formal special education schools or inclusive classrooms is increasing day by day (Rakap, 2017). These results reveal the fact that individuals with ASD will be seen intensely at all levels from preschool to higher education.

The work and procedures related to the educational evaluation and diagnosis of individuals with special needs in Turkey are carried out by the special education evaluation board established in the Guidance and Research Centers (GRCs). In the stage before GRC, individuals with disabilities must be diagnosed (medical diagnosis) in health institutions before the educational evaluation and diagnosis process in order to be directed to the appropriate education environment and special education service. Educational evaluation process is a teamwork involving multiple disciplines. This team consisting of education experts, special education teachers, specialists working in health institutions, families and individuals with special needs evaluates the individual in line with legal bases, collects information from many sources and applies various diagnostic tests (MoNE, 2018).

The reasons of parents who apply to health boards for their children with special needs are generally to benefit from social educational rights (Kayhan & Ozturk, 2020). Some studies reveal the effects of ASD diagnosis on family relationships, social life, and work life. In such studies, the difficulties experienced by the child diagnosed with ASD and their parents in daily life, school life, and health care were determined (Zengin-Akkus et al., 2020). In some studies, it has been determined that teachers’ self-efficacy about their students with ASD is an important determinant of their knowledge and awareness levels. It is thought that the self-efficacy levels of the classroom teachers towards the inclusion student with ASD encourage them to increase their awareness of the ASD knowledge levels and the methods used (Burak & Ahmetoglu, 2020).

The purpose of this study is to examine how the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of individuals with ASD in GRC is carried out. In the study, it is aimed to determine the difficulties experienced by teachers, administrators and parents who are experienced in the field and their suggestions for the improvement of the process. It is thought that determining the difficulties experienced in GRCs during the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of individuals with ASD can shed light on improvement studies and new legal regulations. It can be said that this research will fill an important gap in the literature, since there is no detailed study on the determination of the current situation and difficulties in the educational evaluation and diagnosis processes of individuals with ASD in Turkey.

**METHODS OF THE STUDY**

**Research Model**

In the research, one of the qualitative research methods, case study design was applied. The reason why qualitative research method is preferred is that it is appropriate to investigate the behaviors, perceptions and interpretations of people living this reality with a qualitative research approach (Yıldırım & Simsek, 2018). Case study is a research design that deals with a current phenomenon in its natural environment and allows the use of multiple sources of evidence or data. (Creswell, 2019). In this study, the perceptions, and perspectives of children with ASD regarding the educational evaluation and diagnosis process from the perspective of administrators, teachers, and parents, who are the participants of the study, were tried to be understood through individual interviews. Therefore, this study is a case study based on qualitative data obtained through interviews.

**Participants**

Purposeful sampling method was preferred in the study. The maximum diversity method, one of the purposeful sampling methods, was used in determining the participants. Determining the sample with purposeful sampling method will provide researchers who adopt a qualitative approach to access rich, diverse, data sources about the facts, situations, and facts they focus on (Yıldırım & Simsek, 2018). The participants of this study consisted of two administrators working in the GRC in Dulkadiroglu District, one of the two central districts of Kahramanmaraş Province, seven teachers who carried out the educational evaluation process of children with ASD, and parents of children with ASD. The demographic characteristics of the administrator and teacher participants are given in Table 1.

When Table 1 is examined, it is observed that both of the principal participants are male, while among the teacher participants, all of them are male except the participant code named “Teacher 5”. All of the manager and teacher participants have a bachelor’s degree. While three of them are graduates of GRC departments, four of them are graduates of special education (mentally
Table 2. Demographic characteristics of parent participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Code name</th>
<th>Parent</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education level</th>
<th>Gender of child</th>
<th>Age of child</th>
<th>n-EED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Papatyga</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mavi</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Umut</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Savasci</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ege</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Zafer</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. EED: Educational evaluation and diagnostics & n-EED: Child’s EED number of participations;

handicapped education, hearing impaired teaching, and visually impaired teaching); it has been observed that the teacher with the code named “Teacher 2” is a graduate of the education program and instruction (EPI). In the selection of the parent participants, care was taken to ensure that they were not homogeneous in terms of meeting the maximum diversity in gender, age, education level, ages of their children with ASD, and the number of EED participation. The demographic characteristics of the parent participants are given in Table 2.

When Table 2 is examined, it is seen that the ages of the parent participants are over 39 and all of them are male except the parent code named “Daisy”. In addition, in the study, two administrators were coded as Self-Guide and Sky, teachers as Teacher 1, Teacher 2, …, and parents as Papatyga, Mavi, Umut, Savasci, Ege, and Zafer.

Data Collection Tools

Personal information form

Information such as age, gender, graduation, training on ASD, training on educational evaluation and diagnosis, duty, and experience periods in GRC were requested for teachers and administrators. Parents were asked for information such as age, gender, marital status, educational level, and educational assessment and diagnosis status. In addition, information such as the age of the child, the child’s gender, the date of the child’s first medical diagnosis, the first and last participation date and the number of times the child participated in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process in the GRC were requested from the parents.

Semi-structured interview form

Semi-structured interview forms used in collecting data in this study were developed at certain stages. The forms prepared by the researcher were presented to the opinions of three experts working in the special education department. In order to confirm the comprehensibility of the research questions and to examine whether the answers given were related to the question, a pre-application was conducted with a special education teacher and a mother with a child with ASD. The teacher and the mother stated that the questions were understandable, and it was observed that the answers given were related to the focus of the questions. Interview questions, each consisting of nine questions, were prepared for teachers, administrators, and parents in order to find answers to the purpose of the study and research questions. In this context, three different interview forms were prepared for three groups of participants. The interview questions are, as follows:

1. What are your general views on the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of children with ASD? Can you explain?
2. Can you explain the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of a child with ASD?
3. What do you think are the difficulties experienced in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of children with ASD? Can you explain?
4. What are your views on the professional knowledge and skills of the teachers working in GRC regarding the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of children with ASD? Can you explain?
5. What are your views on the assessment and evaluation tools used in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of children with ASD in GRC? Can you explain?
6. What are your views on the physical environment in which the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of children with ASD is carried out in GRC? Can you explain?
7. What do you think should be done to overcome the difficulties experienced in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of children with ASD? Can you explain your opinions and suggestions?
8. What kind of support can be given to the staff working in the GRC in order to make the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of children with ASD more qualified? Can you explain?
9. Do you have any comments or suggestions that you would like to add apart from your answers to the questions above? Can you explain?

Collection and Analysis of Data

In this study, the data were collected through individual interviews with the participants in line with the data collection tools prepared by the researcher. Within the scope of the research, written permission was first requested from the Kahramanmaraş Directorate of National Education. After the permission was obtained on August 6, 2019, the GRC was visited in the same year and interviews were made with two administrators and seven teachers through semi-structured interview forms. Kahramanmaraş Umudum Autism Association was visited by the researcher in order to conduct interviews with parents who have children with ASD. The close and relevant stance of the association president and the families were informed about the interview, and interviews
were made between December 11, 2019 and January 17, 2020 by telephone for interviews with the families who returned. The data in these interview processes were recorded and preserved using voice recording devices. Relevant steps have been taken to ensure that the interview processes take place in a natural and sincere manner by sharing the principles regarding confidentiality.

In the analysis of the data in this study, which was carried out with the written and verbal consent of the participants; a two-step path, pre-analysis preparations and content analysis, was followed. At the stage where the preparations before analysis are evaluated; dumps of data, control of data dumps, transferring data dumps to the form, checking the form, index writing, and reliability studies were carried out. After the interview with each participant was completed by the researcher, the audio files recorded in MP3 format were listened to, and the data was converted into a Word document without any changes. It consists of 58 pages, 2,831 lines, and 26,583 words in total by transferring the audio files to Word file in computer environment. The audio files and written forms were sent to an expert from the field for control, in order to control the process of transcribing all the data, whose transcription process was completed in computer environment. At this stage, where the data is analyzed as the second stage, the data were analyzed with content analysis in order to explain the obtained data and to recognize the dimensions associated with the concepts. During the analysis process, stages such as determining the codes, shaping the themes and sub-themes with the codes, defining, and interpreting the findings were carried out. As a result of the content analysis carried out within the scope of the research, six themes were reached.

Validity and Reliability of Data

In this study a number of measures were taken to ensure the validity and reliability of the research during the data collection and analysis process. In line with internal validity, first of all, the confirmation of the interviews was carried out by obtaining the written and verbal consent of the participants in the study. The researcher visited the environments to be observed beforehand, met the participants, and spent some time. Subsequently, in order to collect depth-focused data, the researcher carried out the research by constantly examining the interview questions and the statements of the interviewers, trying to compare them with a critical eye and conceptualize them by interpreting them. The sound files were written in order to carry out the reliability study of the obtained data consisting of 58 pages, 2,831 lines, and 26,853 words, and the plain version of the data was read many times by the researcher in line with internal validity. In order to contribute to internal validity, the data was listened and read by an expert person, and the expert person checked the accuracy of the written data, corrected the deficiencies, and agreed on a consensus.

In the qualitative research process, apart from the voice recordings for internal validity in the dimension of providing validity and reliability studies called “data triangulation”, written opinions of the participants in the interview process were also asked. Following the writing of the data, the coding of the created categories was carried out, and then the sub-themes and themes were completed by making detailed descriptions within the scope of external validity. These studies were carried out by two researchers at different times and in different places, contributing to internal validity. Afterwards, the consensus study was carried out by checking the unity and differences of opinion of the codes, themes and sub-themes created by the coming together of two researchers who completed the study.

FINDINGS

In this section, six themes and their sub-themes are included, which were created by the research’s verbal and written answers to the interview questions of the participants. Six themes and sub-themes that make up the findings of the research are presented in Table 3.

As seen in Table 3, six themes were created according to the data obtained from the participants. It is seen that a total of fourteen sub-themes were created within these six themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Medical diagnostics</th>
<th>Ambient</th>
<th>Personnel competencies</th>
<th>Measuring tools</th>
<th>Children with ASD</th>
<th>Parents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-themes</td>
<td>COZGER</td>
<td>Assment</td>
<td>Pre-service teacher</td>
<td>Absence of ASD</td>
<td>Waiting time</td>
<td>Appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary step</td>
<td>Natural ambient</td>
<td>competencies</td>
<td>assessment battery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Evaluation period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Themes and sub-themes

Theme 1: Medical Diagnostics

Depending on the medical diagnosis theme, the Children with Special Needs Report (COZGER), first step and necessity subthemes were reached.

COZGER

All of the participants who answered the interview questions mentioned COZGER. In line with the opinions obtained from the expressions of the participants, it is understood that COZGER contributed to the establishment of the “special need” expression by preventing children from being labeled as disabled or inadequate. However, it was observed that COZGER did not facilitate the communication between the medical diagnosis and the educational evaluation and diagnosis process, and the difficulties of the parents who had the problem before continued. Teacher 3 said: “Students receive COZGER for the educational evaluation and diagnosis process in the GRC and apply to us with this report”. Savascı, the father of a four-year-old boy, said, “I think it is a very
unnecessary and tiring process for families who are referred by the hospital with a COZGER report or who started this process.” With this view, the warrior emphasized that he regards the COZGER process as unnecessary due to the participation of his children in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process in GRC and it is tiring to experience the same process twice.

**First step**

All administrators and teachers who gave their opinions and two fathers (Zafer and Savascı) from the parents mentioned the first step in the educational evaluation and examination of children with ASD in GRC. From the expressions of the participants, it is understood that COZGER has an important place in the educational evaluation process in GRC and is the first step in the functioning of the process. “We, as GRC, are waiting for a child with ASD to come with COZGER after being diagnosed with a doctor report in order to be diagnosed here educationally,” said Sky. Zafer, 51, said, “The first diagnosis of autism for children is made in the hospital with COZGER”.

**Obligation**

All of the administrators and teachers who were interviewed, and the parents Savascı, mentioned the necessity of children with ASD. From the expressions of the participants, it is understood that the educational evaluation process in GRC cannot be carried out without COZGER, and it is a mandatory step for the process to start. Teacher 2 said, “First of all, a child with ASD must be diagnosed with child psychiatry in order to be able to make educational evaluation and diagnosis. GRC is applied with the diagnosis of child psychiatry.” “First of all, we were told that we had to get a report from the hospital, and then we learned that our child has autism,” said Savascı. With this view of the warrior, COZGER emphasized that it is a necessity to get a report and that they learned this diagnosis with the report.

**Theme 2: Ambient**

Depending on the ambient theme, assessment ambient characteristics and natural environment sub-themes were reached.

**Assessment ambient features**

All of the participants mentioned the characteristics of the assessment ambient related to the theme of the ambient. While the physical conditions of the places, where educational evaluation and diagnosis are made in GRC in line with the participant’s opinions; it was emphasized that it was insufficient in terms of equipment and tools. It is seen that the educational evaluations of children with ASD are carried out in a uniform environment, the sound insulation of the environment is insufficient and there is a lack of material in the environment; in this respect, it is understood that the evaluation environment features are insufficient. Teacher 3, “The physical environment is good in GRC, but unfortunately I think we should have a performance room for children with ASD,” he said. One of the parents, Ege, said, “Physical environment, a small room. There is a teacher. An evaluation is made with the student and their parents. These children need to be evaluated in play environments somehow.”

**Natural ambient**

Responding to the interview questions, the participants mentioned the natural ambient sub-theme related to the theme of the ambient. From the expressions of the participants, it is seen that the educational evaluation in GRC is carried out instantaneously in a room like the classical classroom environment, and children are not evaluated in natural environments such as park, garden, playroom, and their own home environment. Teacher 2 said, “I think it would be healthier if we could observe these children while communicating with other friends and playing games”. Papatya says, “Even as a parent, we do not show something right away at the first time, but the person in charge expects it to show it the first time within 15-20 minutes. I believe it was not evaluated correctly.” Umut said, “There may be a game room in GRC, and I think it should be evaluated here as well.”

**Theme 3: Personnel Competence**

Depending on the theme of personnel competence, pre-service teacher competence and teachers’ professional competence sub-themes have been reached.

**Pre-service teacher competence:**

Participants talked about the pre-service teacher competence related to the theme of personnel competence in GRCs of children with ASD. From the expressions of the participants, it is stated that the competence of teachers who work in the educational evaluation process in GRC is not at the expected level; in this respect, it is understood that in-service trainings, courses, and seminars organized to increase pre-service teacher competence are insufficient. Ege, a language graduate father who participated in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process five times in GRC, said, “The evaluation is made by friends who do not know what many parameters are, do not receive a good education at this point, do not undergo in-service training, have no experience.”

**Professional competencies of teachers**

All of the participants mentioned the professional competencies of teachers related to the theme of personnel competence of children with ASD. From the expressions of the participants, it is seen that the professional competencies of the teachers who work in the educational evaluation process in GRC are not at the expected level. “As a teacher for the hearing impaired, I have never encountered autism. As someone who saw a child with autism after being appointed to GRC, and recognized over time, I consider myself inadequate. I can say that other friends are no different from me,” he said. Having participated in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process 7 times in GRC, Papatya said, “I do not think they know much about autism. Because when looking for answers
to some questions, can your child do this? he asks, and I say that my child cannot speak. Then he says “hmm ...” or something. This is the situation.” With these views, Papatyia stated that GRC teachers do not have detailed information about ASD.

**Theme 4: Measuring Tools**

Depending on the theme of measurement tools, the sub-themes of not having an ASD assessment battery and the forms used were reached.

**Lack of ASD assessment battery**

Participants mentioned that there is no ASD assessment battery related to the theme of assessment tools. From the expressions of the participants, it is understood that the forms and intelligence tests used in the educational process of children with ASD in the educational evaluation process in GRC are insufficient, and the necessity of developing the ASD evaluation battery. Principal of the Institution Self-Guide, “We do not have a special diagnostic tool for children with ASD, which I have seen in this regard. Just as we need a battery for the diagnosis of special learning difficulties, we definitely need a tool that can make the diagnosis processes faster and more detailed for ASD.” he said. Savasci said, “The evaluation forms here contain standard items. All of the questions are a structured questionnaire and allow you to say yes or no to almost all questions. So, the gray areas in the middle are missing, there are no open-ended evaluation questions.” he said. Savasci, with his views; the forms used in GRCs are not suitable for evaluating individuals with ASD; he stated that because he could not evaluate the process with open-ended questions, updated new tools should be developed for individuals with ASD.

**Forms used**

All of the participants mentioned the forms used on the theme of measurement tools. From the expressions of the participants, it is understood that the forms and tests used in the educational evaluation process of children with ASD in GRC are insufficient. Teacher 6, “Unfortunately, our measurement tools are insufficient. We need to create autism-related assessment tools. Just as we are doing intelligence tests, we are developing measurement tools for other types of disabilities, we need to develop measurement tools for them.” he said. “It is a bit of a problem to define autism with just one scale. It can be a video that examines their behavior, it can be an activity, they can evaluate them in the process, and they can play games outside.” he said.

**Theme 5: Children with ASD**

Depending on the theme of children with ASD, the subthemes of waiting time, strangers and evaluation time were reached.

**Waiting time**

Seven parents who answered the interview questions stated that their children with ASD had great difficulty due to the waiting time in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process in GRC. It was observed that most of the parents thought that the long waiting period in the educational evaluation process was due to not having a functional appointment system. In addition, it was observed that they had to wait to be evaluated before the evaluation process, this time afterwards, to receive the educational evaluation report. It is observed that this situation negatively affects the evaluation process by causing individuals with ASD to get bored and experience behavioral problems. Umut, a mother of an eight-year-old boy with ASD, said, “Since the waiting period is long and the environment is crowded, the child is psychologically worn out there and cannot find the opportunity to perform his real performance because he is worn out.” Savasci, who is the father of a four-year-old boy with ASD, said, “They give the appointment at 09.00, they give everyone who should come that day at 09.00. These children are already unable to focus, and socially, they may be distracted by being more interested in the events around. The appointment system, which started at 09.00, continues like this until 12.00.” he said.

**Unknown people**

Participants mentioned people they do not know. From the expressions of the participants, it was determined that there was no communication and sharing activity with the individuals with ASD who participated in the educational evaluation process in GRC before the evaluation. It is observed that the first encounter of the child with the teacher who made the assessment takes place in the evaluation room. In this way, it is understood that taking individuals with ASD into the assessment without performing the pre-meeting and communication process causes problems in communicating. “A child with ASD does not want to communicate with the first person he / she meets, this is very natural. The time must be long to reveal the child’s potential. The teacher has to identify someone he meets first and the child’s approach when he first sees it, a situation that reduces the effectiveness of the diagnosis.” Teacher 6 said, “The child comes from his peaceful home to a place he does not know. We cannot make an evaluation as we want in GRC when children have a social anxiety disorder when they enter an environment with people they do not know.” Mavi said, “These children are children who have difficulties in social communication. The child cannot perform his real performance because he does not know the other person.”

**Evaluation period**

Participants mentioned the evaluation period regarding the theme of children with ASD. From the expressions of the participants, it is seen that the evaluation of children with ASD in the educational evaluation process in GRC is done instantaneously for a short time. In an evaluation carried out in a short time, it is understood that an individual with ASD will not feel comfortable and safe and will not be able to demonstrate his real performance. “Our biggest limitation is the limited time spent with the child in diagnosis,” said Sky, the deputy director. Teacher 5 said, “We make instant evaluation during the evaluation of the student. However, we know the child with ASD, his time may not fit the time, he may be affected by odor and heat. We make this
decision with a single assessment for these children. However, a more holistic assessment is required”. Papaty said, “In line with the answers given by the parents, they give us 15-20 minutes, sometimes even less. This is of course wrong, because you only make up your mind in 15 minutes.” he said.

Theme 6: Parents

Depending on the parent theme, appointment and family guidance subthemes were reached.

Appointment

Participants mentioned the appointment regarding the parents’ theme. From the expressions of the participants, it is understood that the appointment process required for children with ASD in GRC to participate in the educational evaluation process cannot be given quickly due to the intensity. Ege said, “The process starts with making an appointment first, getting an appointment is a very difficult process, it is always full of appointments.” he said.

Family referral

Participants talked about family referral regarding the parents’ theme. Teacher 1 said, “So we have a performance determination form at hand, and we fill this form together with the parent. Our measuring tool becomes parents. The parents say and convey the directions to us.” said. Zafer, a father with an undergraduate degree, said, “Actually, I am telling the teacher about the child. He has to take the child in front of him and solve some things himself. But we direct it, it does not discover it. The more we say there is this and this, the more they try to get into the details of the work. In fact, the problem here is that they avoid going into details.” he said.

DISCUSSION

With this study, which is carried out as a case study based on qualitative data, it was aimed to determine the opinions of two administrators, seven teachers and seven parents about the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of individuals with ASD. With the study, detailed data were obtained from the views of three participant groups (administrators, teachers, and parents) who had experience about the educational diagnosis and evaluation process of children with ASD. In the process of determining the participants, one of the purposeful sampling methods, the maximum diversity method was used. As a result of the interviews conducted individually with the participants in these three groups, the opinions of individuals with ASD on the educational evaluation and diagnosis process were expressed under six themes as medical diagnosis, ambient, staff competence, measurement tools, children with ASD and parents. Accordingly, many difficulties were expressed by the participants regarding the educational evaluation and diagnosis processes of individuals with ASD.

Difficulties related to medical diagnosis, which is the first theme; it is the lack of diagnostic authority of GRCs, and evaluation based on medical diagnosis. Parents mostly complained that medical diagnosis is an unnecessary and tiring process, and they are not given a referral for the stages to be followed after diagnosis. Selimoglu et al. (2013) explained that during the diagnostic process, experts diagnosed children in 10-15 minutes based entirely on the information provided by the families. In another study, it is revealed that it is important to first determine the characteristics such as the psychological state and structure of the family, and to determine the relationships and mediating variables between these two variables (Gonen et al., 2020).

As the second theme, the difficulties related to the ambient are the uniformity of the assessment ambient, short-term instantaneous evaluation and the absence of the evaluation in natural ambient. In studies, it is stated that individuals with ASD and other disabled individuals may experience serious limitations in initiating communication, social interaction, and self-expression, giving the desired reaction, focusing and areas of interest (Ozaydin, 2015). In this respect, it is stated that it is important to be able to evaluate individuals with ASD in the educational evaluation and diagnosis process in environments where they can feel comfortable and safe (Oner, 2020, Rakalp et al., 2017). In addition, it is stated in the literature that in order to successfully educate a student with ASD, a suitable environment must be arranged for him (Cherry, 2017), and even the educational institution must be autism-friendly (Yazici, 2021).

As the third theme, difficulties with staff competence; the personnel competence in recognizing the ASD is low, the personnel’s knowledge about measurement tools is insufficient and the in-service training of the personnel is insufficient. In Kaplan-Sahin’s (2016) study, it was stated that 31.9% of teachers working in GRCs were teachers who changed their field from classroom teaching and other branches to special education teaching staff. In the same study, it was emphasized that 22.7% of the teachers who graduated from special education teaching in GRC constitute a serious contradiction. It has been stated in the literature that teachers need professional development and training in the evaluation and diagnosis of autism (Rakalp et al., 2018). A study examining how the process and execution of the process in a university-based autism research and application center was examined, focused on the importance of qualified experts with advanced professional competencies, counseling process, expert training, collaborative work, and cooperation with the family (Guclu-Aslan, 2018). Pre-teaching trainings (Koc, 2020) and activities (Koc et al., 2022) in the research contributed to all teacher candidates; it is also stated that in-service trainings contribute positively to and motivate the personnel about the development of children with special needs and the ways of communicating with them (Ozaydin, 2020). In another study, when young individuals with autism were asked about their needs for a better learning environment, 60% emphasized that they need a teacher who understands autism better (Vincent & Ralston, 2020).

As the fourth theme, difficulties with measurement tools; it is not a measurement tool for ASD and the forms used are insufficient. In the research findings of Aksoy and Diken (2017), it has been revealed that there is no specific measurement tool for individuals with ASD. In the study conducted by Kaplan-Sahin (2016), it was concluded that there was no specific test and method
for the educational evaluation and diagnosis of individuals diagnosed with ASD. In the study conducted by Aydos and Calis (2021), it is emphasized that an assessment tool developed specifically for Turkish children should be created. In another study, it is suggested that more measurement tools should be developed in Turkey, emphasizing that most of the measurement tools are developed abroad (Kilinc et al., 2019).

As the fifth theme, difficulties related to individuals with ASD; inability to communicate with individuals with ASD and the waiting period of individuals with ASD before and after evaluation is too long. In similar studies in the literature, it is stated that the main problem with the system is that the process of getting an appointment is troublesome and takes a long time. It is stated that the children have to wait in line at the hospital, the audible or silent negative reactions from the environment during this process, and the long and troublesome process of getting a committee report cause time loss and even misdiagnosis (Aydos & Calis, 2021). As the sixth theme, difficulties with parents; family guidance during the evaluation process and parents having difficulty in getting an appointment. In the literature, it is stated that parents’ not having enough information about ASD or having wrong information has negative effects on the early diagnosis and treatment process of the disease (Turan et al., 2020).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research aimed to reflect a holistic perspective by providing diversity in the data in line with the views of RAM administrators, teachers, and parents, who are the primary witnesses of the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of individuals with ASD. In this study, which was carried out with this aspect, while discussing how the educational evaluation and diagnosis process of individuals with ASD is carried out in a GRC; in this process, it is aimed to determine the difficulties experienced by experienced teachers, administrators and parents and their suggestions for improving the process. In this study, which was designed as a qualitative case study, interviews were conducted with semi-structured forms in order to determine the views and suggestions of two administrators in GRC, seven teachers and seven parents with children with ASD. As a result of evaluating the opinions of the participants with content analysis, their views on the educational evaluation and diagnosis process were described with six themes. Findings of the study; medical diagnosis (COZGER, first step and necessity), ambient (assessment ambient characteristics and natural ambient), personnel competence (pre-service teacher competencies and teachers’ professional competencies), measurement tools (no ASD evaluation battery and forms used), individuals with ASD (waiting time, people they do not know, and evaluation time), and parents (appointment and family referral). The following results were reached in the study:

It has been determined that COZGER is the first and compulsory step as medical diagnosis in the educational evaluation process of individuals with ASD, and educational evaluation and diagnosis is carried out in line with medical diagnosis. It has been observed that the educational evaluation environments of individuals with ASD are uniform. It was determined that there are material deficiencies in evaluation environments, their duration is limited, and individuals with ASD are not observed in natural environments such as playgrounds, gardens, and home environments, except for evaluation rooms. According to the findings obtained from the study, it has been observed that classroom teachers can pass to special education teaching by attending courses, they can work in GRC by gathering different branches such as teaching for the mentally handicapped, teaching for the hearing impaired, and teaching the visually impaired, and then the same performance is expected from all these branches. It has been observed that the teachers participating in the educational evaluation process of individuals with ASD have limited competencies to recognize and communicate with the ASD. It has been determined that the content of the evaluation of ASD in special education teaching programs is limited and the in-service trainings organized for teachers working in GRC are not sufficient.

It has been determined that individuals with ASD in GRCs do not have an evaluation battery that can be used in the educational evaluation process. For this reason, it was determined that “educational evaluation request form, parent interview form, pervasive developmental disorder performance determination form and academic evaluation form” and intelligence tests such as “WISC-R, LEITHER, Stand for Binet” were used. However, it was determined that these forms and tests used were not a special measurement tool for individuals with ASD, they were insufficient in evaluating individuals with ASD and the evaluation was based on family information. It was stated that in the educational evaluation process of individuals with ASD, multiple observations should be applied, for example, parents should be asked for video recordings, multiple observations, and observations in multiple environments.

It was determined that individuals with ASD were kept waiting for a long time before and after the educational evaluation process in order to receive the evaluation report of their parents and children, the individual with ASD encountered the assessor for the first time in the evaluation environment and the evaluation was carried out in a short time. It has been determined that making an appointment for the educational evaluation of individuals with ASD is a difficult process for parents and appointments are given for future dates.

Educational evaluation and diagnosis processes of individuals with ASD should be made with holistic evaluations independent of the shadow of medical diagnosis. The environments should be diversified in order for individuals with ASD in GRCs to feel comfortable and safe in their environment and accordingly to exhibit their real performances. Evaluation times should be increased, and multiple observations should be used, independent evaluations should be made without family guidance by using different sources such as video recording. Priority should be given to enriching the content of special education teaching programs at undergraduate level on ASD and for teachers to improve themselves by participating in intensive in-service training after they are assigned to GRC.
In order to determine the ASD levels of individuals, a special evaluation battery should be developed for the ASD. Waiting time before and after educational evaluation in GRCs should be shortened, teachers should communicate with individuals with ASD and share before evaluation. In order for individuals with ASD to start their education early, appointments should be made for a close date for educational evaluation in GRCs.

A scale or a battery specific to the ASD can be developed or adapted to be used in GRCs. Case studies of this study can be conducted for different provinces and different disability groups. Action research can be conducted to improve the educational evaluation and diagnosis process in GRCs.
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